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Abstract 
The distinction between the conjunctive nature of non-determinism as opposed to the disjunc- 
tive character of parallelism constitutes the motivation and the starting point of the present work. 
I-calculus is extended with both a non-deterministic choice and a parallel operator; a notion of 
reduction is introduced, extending p-reduction of the classical calculus. We study type assign- 
ment systems for this calculus, together with a denotational semantics which is initially defined 
constructing a set semimodel via simple types. We enrich the type system with intersection and 
union types, dually reflecting the disjunctive and conjunctive behaviour of the operators, and we 
build a filter model. The theory of this model is compared both with a Morris-style operational 
semantics and with a semantics based on a notion of capabilities. 
1. Introduction 
A variety of non-deterministic and parallel operators have been added to the il- 
calculus by several authors with different aims. One has been the study of non- 
determinism in the functional setting (see e.g. [7,14,2] and more recently [l, 36]), 
i.e. the study of (computable) multivalued functions. This view is strictly connected 
with the theory of powerdomains introduced in [38,43]. 
These efforts receive new interest in connection with recent research activities aiming 
at a theory of higher-order communicating processes. So it is natural to ask for a theory 
in which communication embodies functional application. This has been studied by 
Thomsen [44] and by Boudol [15] explicitly, while it is an implicit theme in current 
research on Milner’s n-calculus [32]. 
Non-determinism and parallelism (usually represented by an interleaving operator) 
are fundamental concepts in process algebra theory. Combining them and I-calculus 
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can enlighten the theory of higher-order process algebras. Indeed an open problem with 
the former theory is the lack of a good denotational semantics. It is encouraging that a 
main step toward a definition of what is a model of a higher-order process algebra has 
been done by Hennessy [22] by resorting to logical models of type-free lazy I-calculus. 
On the other hand, higher-order process algebras may be helpful in understanding il- 
calculus theories capturing evaluation strategies, like lazy and call-by-value A-calculi, 
as shown in [31,44,41]. 
Extensions of the I-calculus with non-deterministic and/or parallel operators have 
been also considered in order to gain definability of combinators like Plotkin’s parallel- 
or [37]. These extensions increase the power of the L-calculus to detect convergence 
internally (easily done by call-by-value mechanisms) also in those cases in which a 
term converges as soon as at least one of its subterms does, no matter in which order 
they are evaluated. This amounts to have the definability of all compact points in a 
standard model, that is, by Milner’s theorem, to have a fully abstract interpretation for 
the language. 
In [16] an analysis of parallel-or in terms of an asynchronous parallel operator 
(II) and call-by-value abstraction is proposed. Because of this asynchronicity, a term 
Ml]N can be reduced independently on both sides; to make it convergent if and 
only if A4 or N are, Boudol defines a term to be convergent if at least one of 
its possible computations (properly reductions) ends, what is called a may conver- 
gency notion. In the same paper a fully abstract, denotational semantics is provided 
for this calculus. This semantics is based on the Stone duality paradigm, implicitly 
introduced for use in denotational semantics in [42,13]. This paradigm has been ex- 
plicitly advocated in [3], where the filter model construction of [13] has been put 
in its right mathematical setting. A full abstraction theorem is then stated and 
proved. 
The investigation carried out in [16] has been pursued further by the present authors 
both in a richer setting and in a different perspective in [20]. In that paper we con- 
sider the calculus proposed by Ong [35]. It includes a parallel and a non-deterministic 
operator, as well as call-by-name and call-by-value abstractions. To gain the expected 
behaviour, the parallel operator (always denoted by 11) is a synchronous operator. The 
non-deterministic operator (denoted by +) is instead an internal choice operator. By 
synchronicity, a term MIJN is irreducible as soon as either M or N is in normal form, 
and hence there is no need for a may convergency predicate. This choice makes ex- 
plicit the different meanings of II and +, which are kept distinct by stipulating that a 
term is convergent if and only if all its reductions eventually stop, that is by using a 
must convergency criterion. 
In [20] we construct a denotational model by means of a logical system. This time, 
however, intersection-type discipline does not suffice any more (as in case of [16]). 
We use also union types, introduced for the classical I-calculus in [l 11. The operators 
]I and + are, respectively, interpreted as join and meet over the semantic domain, and 
they are dually typed by intersection and union, Even in this case a fully abstract 
semantics is obtained. 
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Ref. [6] defines a powerdomain functor, which has the features of being convex and 
of preserving algebraic lattices. This allows to give a fully abstract interpretation of 
a call-by-name and call-by-value lazy A-calculus enriched with a parallel operator, a 
non-deterministic operator and an operator mapping a set of terms into its join. 
Refs. [16,20,6] consider variants of the lazy ,&calculus. The present paper aims 
instead to study the fill classical J-calculus extended with )I and +. This essentially 
amounts to allow reduction under abstraction and evaluation of the argument even 
before passing it. 
Since the original paper [4] by Abramsky and Ong, it has been argued that the 
lazy J-calculus is a better model of actual implementations of functional programming 
languages like Scheme. Indeed these languages do not evaluate the bodies of functions 
before formal parameters have been replaced by the arguments to which functions are 
applied. Similarly, they do not evaluate the arguments before passing them. 
There is, however, a missing point in treating functional languages in a lazy perspec- 
tive. In that setting we are forced to look at functions in a merely extensional way, 
that is as black boxes whose different behaviours can be detected just testing them 
against application to suitable arguments and waiting for the output (but also, possibly, 
waiting forever). As a matter of fact, the semantics of the lazy A-calculus has been 
defined in [4] by introducing the notion of functional bisimulation, which is nothing 
but a sophisticated version of the extensional idea. 
The unfolding semantics (sometimes called algebraic semantics) is a well established 
theory of recursive languages, originated with Tarsky’s fixed point theorem and with 
Kleene’s first recursion theorem. This theory has its I-calculus counterpart in the notion 
of Bijhm tree, which finely recovers topological ideas from the syntactical notions of 
head normal forms and separability (see [12]). Now it seems that such a theory does 
not exist in the case of lazy i2-calculus. As a matter of fact, the problem cannot be 
remedied by resorting to Levy-Long0 trees, since they induce a finer semantics than 
functional bisimulation (this has been shown in Ong’s thesis [34]). This justifies our 
choice of considering the classical I-calculus. 
In the present paper we give a semantics based on the notion of unfolding for our 
parallel and non-deterministic extension of classical il-calculus. This is not achieved by 
means of trees, but by using the equivalent notion of approximant originated, in the 
case of A-calculus, from the works of Levy [28] and Wadsworth [45]. 
In Section 1, we introduce the syntax of the calculus and two reduction relations. 
The first one explicitly makes the + into a choice operator, while the second one, 
instead, simulates the choice by a distribution law. Adapting to the present case the 
notion of head reduction and head normal form, we prove that both reductions define 
the same set of solvable terms, so that in the following we study the second reduction 
relation which is technically easier to handle. 
After a short discussion of the contextual theory induced by the set of solvable terms, 
we define the concept of approximant and the connected notion of capability (reminis- 
cent of the homonymous notion in [35]), formally setting the unfolding semantics that 
we study. 
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In Sections 2 and 3 we introduce a type assignment system in two steps. Section 2 
considers just Curry types, simply adding to the assignment system the rules for typing 
M(IN and M + N. As a preliminary result we get Plotkin’s set semimodel [39] for our 
calculus and the equational theory on terms which it induces. We then enrich the type 
syntax with intersection types, union types, and the universal type o. Types are partially 
ordered so that they give rise, by the usual filter construction, to a distributive lattice 
which, as a domain, is an u-algebraic prime lattice. We refer to [5] for more details 
and for the description of the domain equation underlying the construction, which 
involves both lower and upper powerdomain fimctors, combined with the space of 
Scott-continuous functions. By adding a subtyping rule and an intersection introduction 
rule, the type assignment system turns out to be sound and complete with respect to 
;l-lattices, which are A-models with a lattice structure. 
The last section contains the main results of the paper, namely the approximation 
theorem and the full abstraction theorem. Roughly speaking, the approximation theorem 
says that the set of types of any term is the union of all types that can be given to 
its approximations, hence being the limit of them in the logical semantics. The full 
abstraction theorem states that the unfolding semantics and the logical semantics have 
actually the same theory. Moreover, we get that solvable terms are characterized as 
those terms which are typeable by a type which is not equivalent to o. 
Some of the results of the present paper were stated in [19], where only the reduction 
relation here called -+pn was considered. 
2. Conjunctive and disjunctive A-calculus 
In this section we give the syntax of our calculus and prove the basic properties 
of two reduction relations. The general theme is that of distinguishing between non- 
determinism and parallelism. 
It is certainly debatable whether these two notions have to be kept distinct, since 
in many cases parallelism is explained in terms of non-determinism. This is true in 
particular when the aim of parallelism is the possibility of handling simultaneously 
several different computations and of terminating as soon as one of these computations 
terminates. 
But if we implement this device using a choice operator, then we must assume the 
existence of an oracle which, at each stage, will suggest the right decision. In this 
way the oracle will prevent any non-terminating computation, whenever at least one 
output of the non-deterministic program exists. This is no more necessary if, instead, 
we use an operator which does not make choices, but which evaluates in a synchronous 
way its arguments, i.e. an operator which does one reduction step only when both its 
arguments are reducible, and which stops otherwise. 
On the contrary, the choice operator comes out as a tool for representing programs 
whose behaviour can be determined, at a certain time, by unpredictable events. In 
this case the choice has no guidance. Therefore, the criterion of taking into account 
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all possible cases when studying the convergency of the program (that is the total 
correctness criterion) is the most natural one. 
We will analyze the distinction between the internal choice operator and the parallel 
synchronous operator using the logical distinction between disjunction and conjunction 
in Section 5. 
2.1. A-calculus with choice and parallel operators 
Let /1 +I, be the set of pure bterms enriched with the binary operators + and 11, that 
is the set of expressions generated by the following grammar: 
M::=xIIx~IMMIM+MIMIIM 
where x ranges over a denumerable set Var of variables. As usual, IV(M) is the set 
of variables which occur free in M. To simplify notation we assume that abstraction 
and application take precedence over + and I]. 
As usual, if -R is a one-step reduction relation on A+,, , then --QR and =R denote 
the transitive and reflexive, the transitive and reflexive and symmetric closure of -+R, 
respectively. Finally AR means the n-times self-composition of +R. 
To extend the P-reduction relation -b of classical ,I-calculus to n +I,, we explicitly 
mention rules (cl), (v) and (0, instead of considering the closure under contexts of 
the /?-rule. Therefore, we implicitly forbid reductions of the form 
M -N * op( . ..) M )...) - op( . ..) N )...) 
where op is either + or 11. 
We also define explicitly the subrelation of --+s called in the literature head reduc- 
tion (see [12] also for the subsequent notion of solvable terms). 
Definition 1. (i) The relation -b is the least binary relation on ,4 +I, defined by 
(P) (Ax .M)N -J? WWI, (p)M-gN*LM-pm 
(v) A4 --+p N =+ ML -p NL, (~)M-BN+~x.M-+g,Ix.N. 
(ii) The relation -i is the least binary relation on II+,, satisfying (/?) and (5) above 
and 
(VP) A4 --+i M’ and A4 # Abst + MN --+i M’N 
where Abst={Ax.P I PEA+~~,xE Var}. 
In the solvability theory of the classical of I-calculus, meaningful terms are not just 
those possessing a normal form with respect to -p, but more in general those which 
determine a terminating --+B reduction, when applied to suitable terms. These are 
characterized as those terms having a normal form with respect to the -i relation 
(see [12, Theorem 8.3.141). This normal form is called head normal form, and, in 
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view of the characterization just mentioned, terms possessing a head normal form are 
called solvable. 
Definition 2. The subset of /i+ll 
SOL, = {M I3M’. M:$ M’ and 1 W. M’ -$ Nj 
is the set of /?-solvable terms. 
Note that -$-reduction is deterministic since any term has at most one head redex 
because of rule (vg). Hence, we have immediately 
MESOLD * 3nVm>n~W.M-%~N. 
2.2. The parallel and non-deterministic calculus 
In this subsection we think of + as an internal choice operator and of )I as a 
synchronous parallel evaluator of its arguments. Indeed, rule (+c) allows to freely 
choose between the arguments of +. Instead, M/IN reduces according to rule (/Is) only 
when both M and N reduce. Moreover, since every term represents a function in the 
kcalculus, we further define MI(N as the function which, when applied to some L, 
returns MLllNL (rule ( (laPP)). All this is formalized in the following definition. 
Definition 3. (i) The relation -*,, (Parallel and Non-deterministic reduction) is the 
least binary relation on n+ll satisfying (p), (CL), (v), (5) and 
(+c) M+N -+,,M, M+N -pnN 
(IIs) M ---~,n M’, N -pn N’ + Ml/N -pn M’IIN’ 
(Ilapp) @WK -pn MLlINL. 
(ii) The relation -;,, (Parallel and Non-deterministic head reduction) is the least 
binary relation on A+11 satisfying (B), (0, (+c), (IL), (Ilapp) and 
(vpn) M -;n M’ and M $ Abst U Par + MN -in M’N 
where Par = {PllQ I P, Q E A,,,}. 
Because of rule (+,), the relation -pn is not confluent. Moreover, because of rule 
(I/$), the set of “head redexes” of a term M (that is the set of redexes that will be 
contracted in the first step of a --$,, reduction) can be larger than a singleton. These 
facts imply that a term M may have more than one immediate reduct with respect to 
--$ (but always finitely many). 
Consequently, there are at least two natural ways of extending the notion of solvabil- 
ity to -pn. We could say that M is solvable if at least one --+jn reduction starting 
from M ends in a (head) normal form. This definition, however, does not distinguish 
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between + and I( by the property of being solvable. Indeed, both M + N and MllN 
would be solvable if and only if either A4 or N is solvable. 
Since we are looking for a semantics keeping distinct + and 11 wrt convergency, we 
define M to be solvable if and only if all head reductions starting from it terminate. 
We immediately have that M + N is solvable if and only if both M and N are, while 
MllN is solvable if and only if either M is solvable or N is solvable. 
As observed above, the reduction tree of any term under the relation -j,, is a 
finitary tree, hence by K&rig’s Lemma, it is finite if and only if all its branches have 
finite lengths, i.e. there is an upper bound to the length of all head reductions of the 
given term. We use this in the following definition. 
Definition 4. The subset of A+,, 
SOL,, = {M I 3n ‘dm 2 n 7 3N. A4 3i,N} 
is the set of pn-solvable terms. 
As observed above, this definition of solvability fits well with the conjunctive be- 
haviour of + and the disjunctive behaviour of II since 
M+NESOL~, * MESOL~, and NESOL~, 
while 
A4 II N E SOL,, H MESOL~, or NESOL,,. 
For example, if I E Lxx, and A 3 Lxxx, we have that I + A is pn-unsolvable, since 
I+AA -in AA -in AA. Instead, 111 AA is a normal form, so a fortiori it is pn- 
solvable. Ix . (x1+x( A A)) is a pn-solvable term, since it head reduces to Ax. x1 and to 
ix .x(A A). Notice that Ax .x(A A) reduces to itself under +pn, but it is a head normal 
form. 
2.3. Synchronous and asynchronous calculus 
We introduce a slightly different reduction relation, still extending B-reduction and 
still ascribing a conjunctive semantics to + and a disjunctive one to (I. The aim is that 
of eliminating rule (+c). The advantage will be that the existence of a finite reduction 
path out of a term assures the solvability of the term (see Corollary 9). In this reduc- 
tion, + is an asynchronous evaluator of its operands, while 11 is a synchronous one. 
Moreover, both + and I( h ave the feature of passing to their operands any argument 
to which they apply. 
Definition 5. (i) The relation -sa (Sy nc h ronous and Asynchronous reduction) is the 
least binary relation on A+,1 satisfying (B),(pL), (v),(t), (Ils),(llapp) and 
(+app) (M + NW -sa ML + NL. 
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(ii) The relation -& (Synchronous and Asynchronous head reduction) is the least 
binary relation on A+11 satisfying (P), (0, (+(I), (+,pp), (IIs), (Ilnpp) and 
(%a) M -4 M’ and A4 $ Abst u Par u Sum + MN -& M’N 
where Sum={P+QIP,QE~+ll}. 
Even if rule (+c) has been dropped, the presence of rule (-ta), together with the 
synchronous character of I(, implies that --tsa is not Church-Rosser. For example, 
being I = Rx .x, if P -Sa P’ and Q -sa Q’, then (P + Q) 11 II reduces both to 
(P’+Q>jII and to (P+Q’>IlI. Th ese are normal forms, since the reducibility of a 
parallel composition requires reducibility of both its operands. 
For the same reason the head reduction --& is non-deterministic. Consequently, 
we define the notion of sa-solvability in the same way as we did for pn-solvability. 
Definition 6. The subset of /1+11 
SOL,, = {M I 3 Vm 2 n 7 3. M *QV) 
is the set of sa-solvable terms. 
The difference between + and 11 with respect to the solvability criterion is still 
expressed as follows: 
M+NESOL~~ H MESOL, andNESOL,, 
while 
MIINESOL, * MESOL, or NESOL,,. 
In spite of the lack of the Church-Rosser property, the existence of a finite -to- 
reduction path now implies the finiteness of all -&-reduction paths. To prove this we 
need to prove a more general statement, since a stronger induction hypothesis is used 
when dealing with rules (5) and (vsu). In particular, (v,) forces us to consider term 
vectors and consequently rule (5) forces us to consider substitutions (see Proposition 8). 
The following properties of the reduction relation -$ are crucial in subsequent 
proofs. They are an immediate consequence of the constraint in rule (v,). 
Proposition 7. (i) Zf PE Abst u Par u Sum, then any head reduction out of PLoi 
will start by reducing the subterm PLO. 
(ii) Zf P E PI op P2 (where op is + or II) then any exhaustive head reduction of 
PLO . ’ ’ Lk- 1 will start with k steps leading to PILO . . . Lk- 1 op PzLo . . . Lk- 1. 
As usual a substitution is a map from variables to terms which is the identity for 
all variables but a finite set. 
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Proposition 8. Zf M -:a N, then 
V(.)v,l. NvL’ E SOL,, ti Mvf E SOL,, 
where (.)” ranges over substitutions and L’ is a vector of terms. 
Proof. By induction on the definition of ---&. 
Case (fa): Then M E P + Q -to P’ + Q EN with P ---$ P’. Now 
(P’v + Q”)L’ E SOL,, u PlvL + Q”L’ E SOL,, 
w P’“~E SOL, and Q”~E SOL,, 
w P’~E SOL,, and Qvz~ SOL,, (by induction) 
H P”i+Q%SOL, 
w (P” + Q”)L’ E SOL,, 
where the (+) part of the first implication and the last H are trivial if the vector L’ 
is empty. Otherwise they readily follow from 7(i). 
Case (+app): Then M E (P + Q)R -& PR + QR EN. We have. 
(PvRv + QvRv)z E SOL,, H (Pv + Q’)R”i E SOL, 
as in the previous case. 
Case (IIS): Then MGP 11 Q -;a P’ 11 Q’zzN with P -I P’ and Q -!a Q’. Then 
this case is similar to case (+a), where + is replaced by 11 and “. . . E SOL, and . . . E 
SOL,,” is replaced by “. . . E SOL, or . . . E SOL,,“. 
Case (Ilapp): Same as case (+aPP) where + is replaced by 11. 
Case (/?): Then M E (kP)Q ---$ P[Q/x] z N. By 7(i), the first step out of 
(~x.P”)Q”~ must be a /?-reduction. Then 
Mvf = (kc.Pv)Qv~ E SOL,, H Nvl E Pv[Qv/x]l E SOL,,. 
Note that, being x bound in AxP, we can freely assume that the substitution (.)v does 
not affect it. 
Case (0: Then M s 2x.P -& ix. P’ 5 N with P ----+& P’. If the vector J? is 
empty, then the thesis follows from the induction hypothesis. Otherwise, taking the 
non empty vector L&, the first step out of (Ax. P”)Loi will be a P-reduction by 7(i). 
Then 
(Ix.P’V)LOz E SOL,, * (P’v[Ll)/x])l E SOL,, 
H (Pv[Lo/x])~ E SOL,, (by induction) 
H (nnsV)Lai: E SOL,, 
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where in the induction hypothesis the substitution is the composition of (a)’ and [LO/X]. 
As in case (/I) we assume that (.)v does not substitute for x. 
Case (v,): Then A4 = PQ --$ P’Q E N with P --& P’. Then, by the induction 
hypothesis, taking the vector Q”& we immediately have that 
Nvl = P’“Q”z E SOL,, @ PvQvz E Mvl E SOL,. 0 
Corollary 9. M E SOL, M 34’. M A&M’ and 1 3N. M’ --$ N. 
Proof. (*) is trivial. 
The proof of (+) follows by straightforward induction on the 
M AtaM’ using Proposition 8 with the identical substitution 
2.4. Relationships between the two calculi 
length of the reduction 
and the empty vector. 
0 
Even if the reductions --$,, and -ta are different, as it is clear also from Corollary 
9, they are equivalent in the sense that they determine the same set of solvable terms, 
i.e. SOL,, and SOL,, coincide. 
To show this we need a definition and some lemmas, all proved by induction on the 
structure of one-step head reductions. 
Definition 10. Define SOLia as the set of terms whose longest --+L reduction has at 
most n steps, i.e., 
SOLia = {M 1 Vm 3 n 13N. M *fON}. 
Comparing this with Definition 6 it is clear that SOL,, = UnaO SOL& 
The first lemma connects the reduction -in with the sets SOLra. 
Lemma 11. If M --$,, N then, for all L’ and substitutions (.)‘, 
Mv,?~ SOL:a + 3m 6 n. N’~E SOL:. 
Moreover, if m = n, then we used rule (+c) in deriving that M -i,, N. 
Proof. By induction on -&. 
Case (+c): Then M E P + Q -ifi P = N, say. 
If (P + Q)“L’ E (Pv + Qv)i~ SOLza and r is the length of z, then by 7(ii) any 
-& reduction out of (Pv + Q”)z will produce Pvz + Qvi in r steps. Hence, 
Pvi + Q”L’ E SOL:ir and, a fortiori, Pvi E SOLiir. If i is empty, we get m = n. 
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Case (/Is): Then M E P 11 Q -in P’ 11 Q’ E N with P -in P’ and Q -in Q’. 
Now if r is the length of i, then 
M”l= (Pv I( Q”)L’ E SOLia =+ PvL II Q”i E SOL;;’ 
+ P”i E SOLiir or Q”,? E SOLiir 
+ 3m 6 it - r. PlvL E SOL: or Q”z E SOL: 
(by induction) 
=+ 3m d n - r. (P” 11 Q’“)L’ E N’~E SOL;? 
and clearly m + r d n. 
Notice that if L’ is empty, we can have m = n. In this case Pvi E SOL& or Q”L’ E 
SOLia. So we have by induction that we used rule (+c) in deriving P -in P’ or 
Q -;n Q’. Therefore, rule (+c) has also been used in deriving A4 -+i,, N. 
Case ( ((app): Then ME(P (( Q)R -f PR((Q&V. If ((P~~Q)R)vk(Pv((Qv)Rv~~ 
SOLia, then we immediately have 
(PvRv~~QvRv)t~ (PRllQR)% SOL;;‘,-’ . 
Case (/?): Then it4 E (ilx.P)Q -& P[Q/x] EN. Now for all (.)’ ((Ax.P)Q)~ E 
(Ix.Pv)Qv up to renaming of the bound variable x. For all l, any -I reduction 
out of (Ax.Pv)Qv~ will start by 
(lx.P”)Q”i -;o Pv[Qv/x]f 
hence, if (;lx.Pv)QVl~ SOLfa, then Pv[Qv/x]z~ SOL:;‘. 
Case (5): Then A4 E 2x.P -i,, Ix.P’ s N, with P --+i,, P’. Now, up to renaming 
of the bound variable x, (Ax.P)” E lx.Pv. Assume that (IxP”)~E SOLia, then if ,? 
is empty the thesis follows immediately by induction. Otherwise, the first step of any 
---$ will be 
(Ax.Pv)Qi -:a Pv[Q/x]i, 
so that Pv[Q/x]z~ SOL:;‘. From the induction hypothesis there exists m < n- 1 such 
that 
P’“[Q/x]L E SOL; 
which implies that 
(lx.P”)Qz E SOL;+’ 
and clearly m + 1 < n. 
Case (vpn): Then A4 E PQ -i,, P’Q EN with P -in P’, where P @ Abst u Par. 
Now, if (PQ)vz = PvQvi E SOLta, then by induction and considering the vector 
Q”L’ we have PtvQvL E SOL: for some m d n and we are done, 
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If m = n, then by induction we used rule (+,) in deriving P --$,, P’. Therefore, we 
used rule (+c) also in deriving M -in N. 0 
Lemma 12. If A4 -to M’ then, for all L’ and substitution (.)v, 
M’“i $! SOL,, + 3N. N”z @ SOL, and M -in N. 
Proof. By induction on -ta. 
Case (+a): Then assume that M E P + Q ---$ P’ + Q EM’ with P -to P’. Now 
(P” + Q”)t $ SOL,, + P’“,? +Z SOL,, or Q”i @ SOL,,. 
If PlVL’ $2 SOL, ) choosing N E P, we have 
M=P+Q-;,N 
and by Proposition 8 
PfV.c # SOL,, * PVZ # SOL,. 
Otherwise, if Q”,? $! SOL,,, we take N 3 Q and we have M E P + Q -+i,, N. The 
case M = P + Q --$ P + Q’ EM’, with Q --+ia Q’, is symmetric. 
Case (+app): Then M E (P + Q)R -& PR + QR s M’. Now 
(PvRv + Q’R”)i # SOL,, + PvRvL 6 SOL,, or QvRvi @ SOL,,. 
If PvRvi # SOL,,, then it suffices to choose N E PR, with (P + Q)R -+$, PR. 
Otherwise, QvRvz # SOL,,, so that we choose N E QR and we conclude similarly. 
Case (/IS): Then M E P/IQ ---$ P’llQ’ EM’ with P --+fa P’ and Q -1 Q’. 
If (P’vllQ’v)~ $! SOL,,, then both P”i $ SOL,, and Q”i # SOL,,, so that, by 
induction 
&Vi, N2. Npz, Nzvz @ SOL,, and P --+j,, Nl and Q -i,, N2 . 
Therefore, we choose N E Ni [[Nz. 
Case (Ilapp): Then M E (PllQ)R -ta PRllQR = M’. Hence, we take N z M’. 
Case (j?): Then ME (Ix.P)Q ---$ P[Q/x] GM’. Clearly, the choice N EM’ works. 
Case (5): Then M E Ix.P --$ Ax. P’ = M’ with P --$ P’. If the vector L’ is 
empty, then the thesis follows from the induction hypothesis. Otherwise, consider the 
non-empty vector LJ: 
(Ax. P’“)LJ 6 SOL,, * P’v[Ll)/x]z 6 SOL,, (by 7(i)) 
+ 3N’. N”[L&]L $! SOL, and P --+i,, N’ 
(by induction). 
Then Ax. P -j,, Ax. N’ and we take N E Ix. N’. 
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Case (v,,): Then A4 E PQ --$ P’Q GM’ with P -& P’ and P 9 Abst U Par U 
Sum. From the induction hypothesis 
PfvQVt $Z SOL,, + 3N’. N’“Q”z $2 SOL,, and P --+i,, N’. 
Then PQ -;n N’Q by (\lpn) since in particular P $! Abst U Par. Therefore, we take 
NEN’Q. 0 
We are now ready to prove that -i,, and -+& determine the same set of solvable 
terms. To prove this, we will apply the previous lemmas, using the identical substitution 
and the empty vector of terms. 
Theorem 13. SOL, = SOL,,. 
Proof. First we show that SOL,, C SOL,,. Toward a contradiction suppose that 
ME SOL,, but M +i! SOL,,. If ME SOL,,, then there exists an n such that M E 
SOL:@. The hypothesis that M $ SOL,, implies that there is a set {Mi}iEo such that 
Mo=M and, for all i, Mi -in Mi+l. By Lemma 11 there is a k such that Mk E SOLia, 
h i.e. Mk is in normal form wrt -sa. This is because the only case in which the n of 
SOLyO does not decrease is when in the -i,, reduction rule (+c) is used. But the 
number of consecutive steps of this kind is bounded by the number of the occurrences 
of + in the term to be reduced. 
It is easy to see that, if Mk can be further reduced under --in, then only steps 
involving the use of (+c) are possible, which again are bounded by the number of +‘s 
in Mk. So any sequence of --$,, reductions out of M has to be finite: a contradiction. 
To show that SOL,, G SOL,, assume, toward a contradiction, that M E SOL,, and 
M $i SOL,,. Then there exists Ml such that M -to MI and Ml # SOL,,. By Lemma 
12 this implies that there exists N such that M -in N and still N 6 SOL,,. Iterating 
the same reasoning, we build an infinite --$,, reduction out of M, so that M g! SOL,,; 
a contradiction. 0 
Since our aim is that of developing an unfolding semantics for our calculus, we 
are interested essentially in the set of solvable terms. So Theorem 13 gives us the 
possibility of choosing freely between the reduction relations -pn and -sa_ For 
technical reasons we will concentrate in the following on -sL2. Consequently, we will 
write simply - for it, and SOL for the set of solvable terms. 
3. Operational semantics 
In the previous section the semantics of our calculi has been described by means 
of reduction relations. Here we develop a theory to compare terms with respect to 
their functional behaviours. We do this in two different ways. The first one is by 
means of contexts. The second one is more refined and compares terms by means of 
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their “approximants”, where the set of approximants of a term can be viewed as a 
generalization to our calculus of the notion of Biihm tree. 
3.1. Contextual semantics 
Following the standard approach for defining equational theories from convergency 
predicates (originated with Morris’ thesis [33]; see also [12, 16.5.5]), we state: 
Definition 14. For any A4, N E /i+ll we define 
A4 C” N ++ VC[ 1. C[M] E SOL =+ C[N] E SOL. 
Accordingly, 
Clearly, the relation E” is a precongrnence. The set SOL, when restricted to pure 
A-terms, is the set of terms having a head normal form, that is those terms which 
are solvable in the classical sense. Hence, the restriction of NO to pure A-terms is the 
A-theory of D, by a well-known result of Wadsworth [45]. 
Proposition 15. The following (in)-equations hold: 
(i) (kA4)N E’ M[N/x]; (vii) Ix.(M](N) N’ kc .MjliLn. N; 
(ii) (M+N)L @ML+NL; (viii) A4 + N Co M,N; 
(iii) L(M + N) _C” LM + LN; (ix) LL’M,N+LCOM+N; 
(iv) (MJJN)L N’ MLIINL; (x) M,N Co MIIN; - 
(v) LMllLN Co -WfIIW; (xi) M,N Co L 3 MllN Lo L. 
(vi) I~x.(M+N)E~~.M+~x.N; 
where the inequalities (iii) and (v) are in general proper. 
Proof. We consider only the interesting cases. 
To prove that the inequality (iii) is proper, let A = ;Lc .xx, M E Ix .x(Jyzu. u)A and 
N=;lx . A. AM and AN both p-reduce to A and therefore AM+AN is solvable. Instead, 
A(M + N) reduces to d + AA + A + A, which is unsolvable. 
To prove that the inequality (v) is proper, let A be as above, I G Ix .x, K 3 Ixy .x, 
T=kx.xAIA and R=Rx.xAA . (T+R)(I[IK) IS solvable since it reduces to (AlI AA) + 
(AAllA). Instead, (r+R)IIJ(T+R)K reduces to (A + AA)ll(AA+ A) and therefore it 
is unsolvable. 
(ix) First, we prove the idempotence of +. P + P C0 P follows immediately from 
(viii). P Co P+P follows from (iii) choosing L EKP. Now, given an arbitrary context 
C[ 1, let C’[ ] = C[[ ] f L] and C”[ ] z C[M + [ I]. If L C0 M, N, then 
C[L] E SOL =+ C[L + L] = C’[L] E SOL =+ C’[M] = C”[L] E SOL 
=+ C”[N] E C[M + N] E SOL. 
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(xi) Similarly, we prove the idempotence of ]I using (x) and (v). Now, given an 
arbitrary context C[ 1, let C’[ ] E C[[ ]]]N] and C”[ ] E C[L]][ I]. If M,N Co L, then 
C[M\]N] = C’[M] E SOL + C’[L] = C”[N] E SOL + C”[L] EE C[L]]L] E SOL 
* C[L] E SOL. 0 
3.2. Capabilities emantics 
& is an extensional theory by definition, and in fact Ax. (M+N) & ix .M +Ix . N 
holds. However, if + is interpreted as an operation to form “sets” of values and Ax is 
the standard functional abstraction, then this equality identifies any set of functions with 
a single multivalued function (see [30,29]). This is not very natural if one considers 
that L(M + N) $@ LA4 + LN. This problem becomes more evident when modeling 
the calculus by means of type assignment systems, as we shall do in the forthcoming 
sections. 
For these reasons we introduce a finer, non-extensional semantics which is still based 
on the notion of head normal form and solvability, but uses ideas underlying BGhm 
trees. More precisely, we first show the shape of head normal forms in the present 
setting. Then we associate to each term the set of head normal forms (the capabilities) 
which can be obtained out of it using a more liberal reduction relation (-a, see 
Definition 19). Lastly, we define a notion of approximation patterned after [45] and 
we compare terms via the approximate normal forms of their capabilities. 
It is easy to verify that the terms irreducible according to ----th (i.e. the head normal 
forms) satisfy the conditions of the following proposition. 
Proposition 16. The set X of head normal forms is the least one such that 
(a) Mi ,..., A& E/1+11, XE Var * xA4, .. .A& E X (n 3 0); 
(b) HEA?,xEVar + ;Ix.HE%‘; 
(c) HI,H~EA? + HI+HzE*; 
(d) HE %,A4 E A+11 + HIIM,MIIH E 2. 
Definition 17. The set X(M) of head normal forms of A4 is defined by 
X(M) = {HEXIIM~ H}. 
For example, let us consider the terms FO and GO, where 
F = O(Aj-x.(x + f(Succ x))), G = @(Aj-x. (x]lf(Succ x))), 
0 E (Azx .x(zzx))(Azx .x(zzx)) is the Turing fixed point combinator, 0 and Succ are 
the zero and successor of Church numerals, respectively. Let n be the Church numeral 
for the natural number n, then it is easy to check that for any n 
FO -Ah 0 + 1 t.. . + n + F(Succ n) 
which is never in X. So X(F0) = 8. 
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On the other hand, X(GO) = {O]]G(S ucc 0)). However, if we consider its reducts 
with respect to --+, then we see that for any n, putting G’ E (ilfx . (xjlf(Succ x))), 
we have 
GO --r, G’GO 
. . . 
-%uG).-)O 
n+l 
--S Oll~‘(.;(G:G)-)l 
n 
giving rise to an infinite set of (distinct) head normal forms, none of which even 
reduces to a head normal form of the shape 
011111... llnllG(succ n>, 
because of the synchronous character of I]. This is unfortunate, since the last term is a 
better candidate for describing the behaviour of GO when it is applied to an argument. 
Being X the set of normal forms wrt -h, by Corollary 9, it follows that 
SOL = {M E /i+ll I 2qM) # 0). 
Observe that H E %(M+N) implies H=Hi +Hz where Hi E X’(M) and HZ E Z(N), 
while H E X(MJIN) implies H ELI IIL 2 where Li E X(M) or LZ E Z(N), only. 
Remark 18. Since --? & -, it holds 
SOL C{M E A+,, I 3H E c%. A4 -r, H}. 
Also the viceversa is true, because, by a standardization argument, A4 *. H implies 
that 
3N. A4 Ah N and N -%’ H 
where -4 is obtained out of --+ by forbidding the -h steps. In other words, only 
internal redexes are reduced according to -i. But we omit this quite long proof, 
since we do not need this result. 
Notice that, due to the lack of the Church-Rosser property, our language does not 
fit the conditions of [21], therefore we cannot directly use that proof method. 
As it is clear from Proposition 16, we have shifted to the head normal forms the 
distinction between the conjunctive behaviour of + and the disjunctive nature of I]. We 
capitalize on this fact and we remedy the drawback outlined in the above example by 
abstracting away from the synchronous reduction of I]. 
Definition 19. (i) Let -fO be the least binary relation on /1+11 which is defined as 
- adding the clause: 
M --+= M’ + Ml]N -a M’IIN and NllM ---+a NJIM’. 
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(ii) The set w(M) of the capabilities of A4 is defined by 
%(n/r) = {H I37 E X(M). H’ -fa H}. 
As examples, consider the terms FO and GO and observe that %(FO) = 0, while 
011111 . . . IlnllG(Succ n) E V(G0) for all n > 0. 
We now introduce the formal definition of approximate normal form. This will be 
useful for comparing the capabilities of terms through their approximate normal forms 
(see Definition 23). 
Definition 20. Let n+,,o be the language obtained from _4 +I, by adding the constant 
s2. The set of approximate normal forms d c A+ll, is the least one such that 
(i) Q2E; 
(ii) Al,..., A,Ed*xA*...A,EJZz (n20); 
(iii) A E & + Ix .A Ed; 
(iv) Al,& E ~4 * Al + &,A1 IIA2 E d. 
We define a preorder relation on approximate normal forms which generalizes the 
classical one taking into account the intended meanings of + and 11. Moreover, an 
q-redex is always less than its contractum according to this preorder. 
Definition 21. Over the set d define 5 as the least preorder which makes d into a 
distributive lattice with + as meet, II as join and 52 as bottom, and such that 
(i) hx.O 4 !S; 
(ii) A 5 A’-* Ix .A 5 1x .A’; 
(iii) At 5A’, ,..., A, 5AL *xAt...A, dxA’,...AL; 
(iv) 1x. (A/IA’) 5 Ix .AIIIzx .A’; 
(v) JY.XAl . ..A.y 5 xAl . ..A., if y 9 FV(xA1 . ..A.). 
Let N be the equivalence relation induced by 5. 
As usual, we associate to each term M an approximate normal form 4(M) obtained 
by replacing B to all subterms which are not head normal forms. 
Definition 22. Let 4: A+,, -+ d be the following map: 
(i) 4(2x1 . ..h .xA4r ..&I,) = 1x1 . ..x. .x&Mt)...C#J(M,); 
(ii) &Ax1 . ..x..H+H’)=Ixl... x, .4(H) 
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Definition 23. For any M,N E A+11 we define 
M L& N w VH E V(M) 3H’ E V(N). 4(H) 5 +(H’). 
Accordingly, 
The possibility of taking an element out of the set of capabilities allows us to choose 
any term obtainable by reducing according to -a. Notice that -+a is the most 
permissive among the reduction relations we introduced. The fact of considering then 
the approximate normal form of this term means (as usual) that we disregard redexes. 
If one defines the set of approximants of a term as the downward closure of the 
set of approximate normal forms of its capabilities, one immediately obtains that the 
relation Cd coincides with the inclusion between sets of approximants. 
Definition 24. Let M E A+,,, then the set d(M) of approximants of A4 is defined by 
d(M) = {A E& / 3&f E Gf@f) .A 3 4(H)} U (52). 
For example, 
011111 . . . IlnllS2 E &(GO) for all n > 0. 
The following properties of the sets of approximants follow immediately from pre- 
vious definitions. 
Proposition 25. 
(i) d(M + N) = d(M) tl d(N); 
(ii) d(MIIN) = {HIIH’ I H E d(M) and H’ E d(N)}; 
(iii) M Ld N ti d(M) C d(N); 
(iv) A4 AhN + d(N) C d(M). 
Remark 26. Proposition 25(iv) is weak. Indeed a stronger connection between the 
reduction relation and the sets of approximate normal forms holds, i.e., 
M =a N =+ d(M) = d(N). 
This will follow from the subject conversion of _Y’ (Theorem 49) and the full ab- 
straction of the filter model (Theorem 83). 
Now we can prove for our calculus a standard property of I-calculus: a term is 
solvable iff it has an approximant different from Q. 
Proposition 27. 
(i) ME SOL H %?(M) # 0; 
(ii) A4 E SOL H d(M) # {a}. 
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Proof. (i) follows from Definitions 17, 19(ii) and Corollary 9. 
(ii) is a consequence of (i) and of Definition 24. 0 
One would expect Cd to be a refinement of 5”; this is in fact true. A direct proof 
based on an approximation theorem a la Wadsworth [45] is possible, but we will obtain 
it for free from the adequacy and ml1 abstraction results of Section 6. 
4. Simple types and semimodels 
In this section we type the terms of our calculus by means of simple types and we 
define a set semimodel in the sense of [39]. 
4.1. The type assignment system ~29 
Curq types are thought of as properties of terms. The properties in which we are 
mainly interested concern solvability. This guides the choice of typing rules for + and 
11. Indeed to assure that M +N normalizes with respect to -h, we have to prove that 
both M and N have the same property. Generalizing to arbitrary properties we type 
M + N with 0 if both M and N can be typed with rr. This is also the choice of [l]. 
Conversely, for M/IN to be normalizable it suffices that either M or N normalizes. 
Extending this notion to arbitrary properties, it follows that one is entitled to type 
MllN with cr as soon as M or N (or both) can be typed with 0. See [16] for further 
motivations. 
Let the set Type of types be defined by 
cr :: =tlcT+(T, 
where t ranges over a denumerable collection of type variables. A statement is an 
expression of the form M: IS, where M is a A-term and a a type. A basis r is a set of 
statements such that subjects are pairwise distinct variables. FV(T) is the set of term 
variables in r. 
Definition 28 (The System B). The axioms and rules of the basic assignment system 
JZ~ are the following: 
(Ax) r,x:at-x:a 
(- I) 
T,x:akM:r 
(- E) 
TtM:a+r TtN:a 
r t Ix.M: a + z l-kMN:z 
(+ I) 
TtM:a Tt-N:o 
(II 1) 
TkM:a TtN:a 
T!--M+N:a r k MllN: a r k MllN: a 
If r I- M: a is provable in B’, we write r kg M: a. 
In this system, as in Curry’s original one, there is a correspondence between the 
main constructor of the subject of the conclusion in each rule and the rule itself; this 
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does not hold for the type. However, classical terms (i.e. those without occurrences of 
+ and I]) have just their simple types. This property results in a simple theory of the 
type assignment system. 
A routine induction on derivations in B shows: 
Lemma 29 (Structural properties of deductions in &I). 
(i) ~~SXX:Z * x:zEr; 
(ii) r~~Jx.M:o--+z * r,x:ok~M:z; 
(iii) rk~MN:z M r~~~:o~zandr~~N:aforsomea; 
(iv) rkgM+N:o ti rkgM:oandr--gN:o; 
(v) rkgM[lN:cr ti rkgA4:cr orrkBN:a. 
Using this lemma it is easy to prove the following corollary by induction on the 
definition of da. We consider this reduction, since it includes --+ (which includes 
-h). 
Corollary 30 (Subject reduction of W). r kB M: a and A4 Aa N + r kB N : a. 
As an immediate consequence of Corollary 30, we have the subject reduction prop- 
erty of B for --Q. 
Remark 31. As stated in [19], also i’p,, enjoys the subject reduction property. 
4.2. The set semimodel 
For the classical L-calculus, a filter model construction with simple types, even 
considering as a “filter” any set of types, does not yield a I-model (see e.g. [25]). 
Indeed the best one can obtain is a semimodel in the sense of [39], i.e. a model in 
which interreducible terms are equal, but in general convertible terms are not (M,N 
are interreducible iff M *, N and N -5 M). Adapting Plotkin’s definition to the 
present context (see also [l]) we introduce the following notion. 
Definition 32. A semimodel is a structure 
where (P, C) is a poset, and ., n, U are binary monotonic operations that satisfy the 
following requirements: 
dne~d,dne~e,d~dUe,e~dUe 
and 
(d u d') . e C (d . e) u (d’ . e). 
Finally, [r.lp : A+,, x Env --+ P, where Env = {p 1 p : Var + P}, is such that 
(a) lW + Nil: = UWI~ n ENllr; 
(b) II~IINII; = iIWl~ I- WD;; 
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Semimodels interpret the reduction relation, as stated in the following proposition, 
which can be proved by induction on the definition of --+a. In the case of (A4 + 
N)L -a ML + NL this follows from the monotonicity of the application which 
implies (d n d') . e L (d . e) n (d’ . e). 
Proposition 33. M Aa N + ‘vp . [M$’ L [N$’ for all semimodels 8. 
Notice that Proposition 33 holds even if --Qa is replaced by Ap,,. In the case of the 
classical A-calculus one has w (see [39]). Here, instead, completeness with respect to 
reduction does not hold: e.g. we have, by definition, that Vp E Em. [Mjjp C [MIIN&, 
but we do not have MA, MI/N. This does not seem to be unfortunate; indeed, we 
are looking for a partial order (and its relative equivalence) which is, in a sense, more 
abstract than reducibility. 
As expected, the type assignment @ induces a semimodel. 
Proposition 34. For a, b C Type, let a . b = (7 E Type 1 3a E b. o + z E a} and 
KM]: = {o 1 r Fg M: c for some rC:{x: z I TEE}}. 
The structure 
(a(Type), 2 ., n, u U31B) 
is a semimodel (the set semimodel). 
The interpretation of the parallel and non-deterministic constructors in the set semi- 
model can also be easily stated using set-theoretic operators, i.e., for all p, 
To interpret types over a given semimodel we use the simple semantics of types 
(see [23,39]). 
Definition 35. A type structure over 9 = (P, C, ., n, U, [.np) is a pair (F-, =+) where 
(i) F C{X E p(P) ) X is not empty, upper closed and d,e EX imply d n e E X}; 
(ii) + is a binary function over F such that 
(a)X+YG{dEPIVe’eEX.d.eEY}, 
(b) d EX and UWl~d,xl E Y imply UnxMn; EX * Y, for all X, Y E F. 
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Definition 36. (i) A type environment is a map YI from type variables to Y. 
(ii) [crJT E Y is defined by 
[t]: = q(t) and o[cr -+ 71: = [on; + [rjj;. 
(iii) A basis r satisjies p and r~ iff, for all x: z E r, p(x) E Uz]T. 
(iv) r + M: (T * VP, (Y-, +) over 9, p, q. r satisfies p, q * [Ml; E [on;. 
Theorem 37 (Completeness of a). r kg M: c H r + M: cr. 
Proof. This proof essentially adapts Plotkin’s completeness proof in [39]. 
(+) Simple induction on the derivation of r k M: g. If the last applied rule is (- 
I), the thesis follows from Definition 35(ii) (b). For rule (+ I) use Definition 35(i). 
(+) Using the set semimodel. If we define 
then the pair (Y-, +) is a type structure for the set semimodel. 
We take p and q such that p(x) = {G 1 x : G E r} for every term variable x and q(t)=xt 
for every type variable t. Then we have [on: =x0 for all (T E Type and [MnF E Err]:, 
which imply r Eg M: 0. 0 
The set semimodel allows to define a preorder over terms which is a precongruence: 
We list in the following proposition the main (in)-equations holding in the set semi- 
model semantics. 
Proposition 38. Let @ = C9 n JB, then: 
(i) (Ax .M)N 5g M[N/x]; (vii) Ix. (M]]N) @ Ix .M]]Izx . N; 
(ii) (M+N)L L$MML+NL; (viii) M + N Lg MN; 
(iii) L(A4 + N) La LA4 + LN; (ix) L LgM,N +L LgM+N; 
(iv) (M]]N)L & MLIINL; (x) MN Eg M/IN; 
(v) L(M](N) NO LM(ILN; (xi) M,N Eg L + MllN LB L, 
(vi) Ax.(M+N)z~Ax.M+Ax.N; 
where the inequalities (i), (ii) and (iii) are in gene& proper. 
Proof. By the Completeness of JZY (Theorem 37) we have 
The positive statements are straightforward consequences of the structural properties 
of deductions (Lemma 29). To prove that the inequality (i) is proper observe that (i) 
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essentially claims that the set semimodel is not a A-model. To see (ii), let 
T={x:a1 +z,y : cJ2+z,z : fJl,V : (72) 
~1 $ (~2. Then r t-a x(z]]u) y(z]]v) : 7, but r If9 (x + y)(zllv) : z since 
x + y has no type. Similarly, for (iii), we have that r FB (xlly)z + (xlJy)v : 2, but 
r IfB 
expressive-type assignment system. 
5. Intersection, union types and A-lattices 
In this section we extend the notion of filter model introduced in [13] to our cal- 
culus, the aim being this time to interpret the terms of A+,1 in such a way that the 
usual A-calculus equations hold and which fits better the operational behaviour of + 
and 11. 
5.1. The set of types and its preorder 
Let us redefine the syntax of types as follows: 
0 1: =tlola+oloAa~aVri, 
and call again Type the resulting set. In writing types, we assume that A and V take 
precedence over +. 
It is clear that to build a filter model a critical choice is that of the preorder between 
types, since this preorder will appear in a subtyping rule. 
Definition 39. (i) Let < be the smallest preorder over types s.t. (Type, <) is a dis- 
tributive lattice (taking the quotient), in which A is the meet, v is the join and w is 
the top, and moreover the arrow satisfies: 
(a) 0 < w + 0; 
The subtype relation d can be presented axiomatically by adding the inequalities 
(a)-(c) to any standard axiomatization of distributive lattices. For the proof purpose 
we assume that such a presentation has been fixed. 
We need some properties of the < relation, whose proof requires a stratification of 
Type. 
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Definition 40 (Stratification of Type). Let us define three subsets TO, Tl, T2 of Type 
recursively: 
- tETo; 
- WE T2; 
_ agT2,z~Tl +a+z~T~; 
_ n B l,ol,..., ~,,ET~=+cJ~v~~~V~,,ET,; 
_ n 2 l,oi,..., on E TI +- a1 A . . . A a,, E T2. 
Remark 41. Notice that the set T2, when restricted to types without V occurrences, 
coincides with the set of normal type schemes of [24] and the set of strict types of [8]. 
Normal type schemes in [24] were introduced to prove the properties stated in Lemma 
45 (for types without V). Strict types, instead, have been introduced with a different 
preorder to obtain a syntax directed type assignment system in [8, lo]. 
Taking IZ = 1 in the clauses above, one sees that TO C T, 2 T2, and such inclusions 
are clearly proper. 
Over each of these sets we introduce a preorder. 
Definition 42. Gi C Ti x c is the least preorder such that 
(GO) a <or H a-7 or (aEa’ + a” and EZ + r” and z’ < 2 a’ and a” < 1 z”); 
(<I) ai V...Va, <lzl V.. .VT, H Vi<n3j<m. GiQoTj; 
(Go) a <2z H ZEO or (a-aiA...Aa,,, ZEZ~A...AZ,,, and Vj <rn 3 G n. ai 
<I Tj 1. 
For each type in Type we can find an equivalent type in T2; this means that we can 
limit ourself to consider types in T2, provided that there is a map ( )’ associating to 
each type in Type a standard form in T2. 
Notation. In writing z* E A ri we assume that zi E Tl for all i E 1. 
iE1 
Definition 43. The map ( )*:Type + T2 is defined by 
(a --f z)* E 
a* -+ Zi) if r* E Ari and r* f w 
iEI 
iGljGJ iEl jEJ 
w otherwise 
if r* z 0 
if a* E 0 
otherwise. 
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Proposition 44. For all (T, z E Type, 
(i) cr = o*; 
(ii) o,~ET~,G <iZ+ 0 < 7f0r i=O,1,2; 
(iii) 0 d r * fr* <2 r*. 
Proof. (i) By induction on the definition of the map ( )*. 
(ii) By induction on the definition of <i. 
(iii) By (i) it suffices to show that G* d r* implies G* <2 r*. This is done by 
induction on the formal derivation of o* < r*. 0 
Lemma45. (i) CLAvd~~zand~#oandv#o~332,,22.Z=ZIAZ2and~~da 
71 and v d o -+ 72; 
(ii) /\(~i~vi)6a-tzandz#o~3J~Z.a~ /\pjand /\vj<~. 
iEI jEJ jCJ 
Proof. 
iEI jEJ REK 
definition of ~2, we have that 
V’k. (Eli. /li <10* + ?‘&) or (Zlj. Vi <I fJ* + nk). 
Therefore, we can choose rt as the intersection of the 7Lk which satisfy the first in- 
equality and r2 as the intersection of the remaining nk. If one of these intersections is 
empty, we choose o for the corresponding ri (i = 1,2). 
(ii) Let vf = ,$v~ (where L depends on i) and r* = A rk. Then, by Proposition 
kEK 
44(iii) and Definition 43, 
A(pi + vi> d o + r * A A(&+ + vi,r) G2 A (c* --t zk). 
iEI iEIlEL kEK 
It follows that 
\Jk 3i, 1. pi* -+ Vi,1 < 1 CT* + zk, 
which in this case is equivalent to 
Vk 3i, 1. & + Vi,/ <o fS.* -+ zk, 
and hence 
Vk 3i, 1. O* <2 pLf and Vi,1 < 1 zk. 
So we conclude 
Vk 3. a < pi and A Vi,/ 62 zk. 
1EL 
Taking J as the set of i’s which satisfy these inequalities for some k E K, we are done. 
I3 
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5.2. The type assignment system 5? 
We introduce now a type assignment system for our extended language of types. We 
add a rule (0) which takes into account the universal character of o, and two standard 
rules of introduction of A and V. Moreover, we use the preorder on types defined in 
previous section in a subtyping rule. 
Notice that a rule of A elimination is derivable, while a rule of V elimination would 
be unsound (see Remark 47(ii)). 
Definition 46. The system 3 is obtained by adding 
ing axiom and rules: 
(w) rtM:w (AI) 
rtM:a rtM:z 
rtM:OAT 
(VI) 
rtM:a rtM:7 
rtM:aVz rtM:aVz (G> 
to the basic system LS? the follow- 
rtM:G a<7 
rtM:T 
If r t M: o is provable in the system 2 we write r tz M: g. 
Notation. In the following we shall sometimes refer to the stronger basis which can 
be formed out of two given bases. This is done by taking the intersection of the types 
which are predicates of the same variable: 
rw'={x:dzI x:aeT andx:rEr’} 
U{X : o 1 x : o E r and x g FV(r’)} 
u{x:T (x:zEr’ andx $FV(T)}. 
Accordingly, we define 
rgr' H 3rVwr" =I+. 
Remark 47. (i) Of course rule (VI) is derivable. The following rules are admissible: 
rtM:o rtN:z rtM:o rtN:z 
TtM+N:ovz rtMllN:aAz 
TtM:oAz rtM:aAz r,x:otM:z d<o 
rtM:a rtM:2 r,x:dtM:z . 
(ii) A natural rule of V elimination in the present setting would be 
(VE) 
r,x:otM:p r,x : TtM:p TtN:avT 
l-t M[N/x]: p 
This is a rule of the system proposed in [l 11, where only pure A-terms are considered. 
In presence of + and of the corresponding typing rule, however, rule (VE) causes the 
loss of the subject reduction property (established below in Theorem 49). 
Moreover, with (VE) we would lose also the property (proved in Corollary 69) that 
unsolvable terms have only types equivalent to o. 
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We give an example showing both failures. Let I,K, A be as in the proof of Proposition 
15, and 0 = ky.y, then we have 
x : (v + o 3 v) A v t-z xxKI(AA) : p, 
x:w+v+vt-_y.xxKI(AA): p, 
and 
where 
This can be easily checked considering that 
FYI : p, FgK : (v+a+v)Avand tIp0: o--+v+v. 
Therefore, using (VE) we could derive 
A4 = (K + O)(K + O)KI(AA) : p. 
But M reduces to I + AA + I + I and therefore it is unsolvable. We lose subject 
reduction, since only type o can be deduced for AA, and hence for I + AA + I + I. 
Moreover, M is unsolvable but it has type ,D # o. 
(iii) Notice that 
but the converse does not hold. The equality is derivable in the system proposed in 
[l 11. In the present system, by postulating 
we would have the same problems we 
following derivation would be possible: 
discussed in (ii) with rule (VE). In fact, the 
r t (hM)N: p (4 El 
If we compare this derivation with the (VE) rule we see that from the same premises 
we obtain the same type for a /?-expansion of the subject. 
(iv) In a I-calculus enriched with constants (and with the corresponding constant 
types) in the standard way, the typing rules for + and 1) give a sort of abstract 
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interpretation [26,18]. As an example we would have that 1 + true has type integer V 
boolean and lIltrue has both types integer and boolean. 
For the present type assignment system the proof of structural properties is a bit 
more involved than in case of system S9. If x: cr E Z, then we define Z’(x) =&f cr. 
Lemma 48 (Structural properties of deductions in 9). (i) Zf z # w, then r k~ x : 
z H T(x) < z; 
(iii) Z Ez 2x.M: g + z H T,x: c t--u M: Z; 
(iv) rkyMN:T & 30. rt~M:o-+randrkuN:o; 
(v) rFzM+N:a ti rk9MM:o andrF9N:a; 
(vi) Z I9 MllN :z H 3o,a’.oAo’dzandrt~M:aandrt~N:o’. 
Proof. (i) and (iv): It is easy to extend to union types the proof given in [13]. 
In (ii), (iii), (v) and (vi), (+) is immediate. We show (+). 
(ii) If z = w we can take n = 1, ~1 = v1 = w, since Z k 1x.M: o + w is provable 
in 9’. Otherwise choose a derivation of Z k Ax .M : z. Being z # o rule (4 I) has 
been used. Let 
r k 2x.M: p1 --t VI ,..., r t 2x.M: ,LLL, + v, 
be the conclusions of all (- I) rules having Ax .M as subject in this derivation. Now 
Ix .M is the same subject of the conclusion of the derivation itself; hence below such 
rules only ( d ) and (A I) rules are possible. This implies that 
(p1 +Vl)A.~.A(pL,+Vn)<Z. 
(iii) Assume r # o. Let ~1,. . . ,pn, VI,. . . , v, be as in the proof of (ii). Then by (ii) 
itself, 
(Pi -+vi)~~..A(~,-+v,)<Cr+z 
so that, by Lemma 45(ii), 
3JC{l,..., n}. 0 < A pj and A vj < r. 
j6J jEJ 
On the other hand, the premises of the ( --+ I) rules are of the shape Z,x : pi t M : vi 
and have been derived for 1 < i < n. Hence Z,x : o t-2 M: z. 
(v) Let a deduction of Z t M + N : c be given and let 
r~M+N:al,...,r~M+N:a, 
be all the statements in this deduction on which Z t M + N : c depends and which are 
conclusions of rule (+I). Then 
01 A... Aa,<a and Zt~M:ai,Zt-~N:ai 
for l<i<n. Sowecanderiver~M:aandZtN:ausing(AI)and(,<). 
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(vi) Finally, given a deduction of P t- MllN : z, let 
r k MI(N: Ol,...,T t MJpv: v’n 
be all the statements in this deduction on which P I- MI(N : z depends and which are 
conclusions of rule (III). Then 
CT‘1 A . . . AO,<~ and Vi~n.(rtaM:oiorr~~NN:oi). 
We assume, without loss of generality, that, for some h, r to M: Oi for 1 < i < h and 
P tY N : Oj for h + 1 6 j d n. It follows that, by rule (A I), r l- M: o and P k N : 0’ 
are provable, where cr E (~1 A . . A oh, d E ah+1 A . . . A 6, and o A 0’ < r. 0 
The invariance of types under subject conversion with respect to =a is now an easy 
consequence of the previous lemmas. We consider =a, since it includes =. 
Theorem 49 (Subject conversion of 9). 
Proof. It suffices to prove the thesis when M =a N is replaced by M Aa N (subject 
reduction) and by N An M (subject expansion). We show this by induction on the 
definition of ha, 
The most interesting case is (PllQ)L --fa PLllQL. Let r k~ (PllQ)L : z; then we 
have, by Lemma 48(iv), that r kz L : c-r and r Ez PllQ : cs + z for some 0. This 
implies, by Lemma 48(vi), that there exist p,v such that 
Assuming p # o and v # w we have, by Lemma 45(i), 
It follows that r ku P: o + z1 and P l-9 Q : a + r2, so we conclude r t-2 PLllQL : z. 
The case in which p = w or v = w is similar and simpler. 
Vice-versa, let P k~ PLll QL : z. By Lemma 48(vi) there are p, v such that 
rt~PL:p,rt~QL:v and ~AV~T. 
This implies by Lemma 48(iv) that there are al, a2 such that 
rtTP:al +p,rt9L:al and PtzQ:a2--+v,rtyL:a2. 
Therefore, by rules (I) I), (A I), and ( < ) 
rtuPllQ:alAa2+pAv and Pk~L:alAaz, 
SO that r tz (PllQ)L : Z. 0 
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Remark 50. As an immediate consequence of Theorem 49, we have the subject con- 
version of Y also for the relation =. Instead, as stated in [19], only subject reduction 
of _!Z holds for the reduction -p,,. This is clear looking at rule (+c), because this 
rule properly increases the set of types of the subject. 
5.3. The A-lattices 
As the set semimodel suggests, when interpreting our calculus we naturally get 
lattices. We make precise now what is a model of this calculus. We do this by incor- 
porating the notion of lattice into that of l-model of [25]. 
Definition 51. A i-lattice is a structure 9 = (D, L, ., Fl, Ll, [.ng) where 
(i) (D, L, n, U) is a lattice; 
(ii) . : D x D + D is monotonic; 
(iii) Vd,d’, e ED. (d L. d’) . e L (d . e) U (d’ . e) and (d + e) FI (d’ . e) C (d fld’) . e; 
(iv) [[.I” : Em x A+,, t D, where Em = {p 1 p : Var + D}, is such that: 
(a) 1M + Nil; = IIMII,” n IINIIF; 
(b) uww:=uwpwn$ 
(cl udl~ =P(xh 
(4 ukfwI,"=bw,"wn,"; 
(e) Vd ED. [Ax .A,@ . d = [M]~,,,,; 
(q vx E FV(M) . P(X) = P’(X) + p4g = bwn;; 
w wawa~,,xl =uw;d,xI) + v-m; =m.w:. 
Clauses (iv) from (c) to (g) define syntactical I-models (see [25]). They have been 
written to state explicitly that the map [.I9 satisfies these clauses not just on the 
classical I-terms, but on the whole set _4 +ll . 
It is interesting to relate semimodels and A-lattices considering the role of the order 
in the structure. Indeed by Proposition 33 the meaning of a term in a semimodel 
increases along reduction. In the case of A-lattices, instead, we have: 
Proposition 52. A4 =a N + ‘dp. [i&f],” = [NJ: for all A-lattices 9. 
Proof. By induction on the definition of -a using the conditions of Definition Sl(iii). 
The proof is a straightforward variant of the analogous proof for classical &calculus 
(see [25] or [12, 5.3.41). 0 
Moreover it is not difficult to show that we have 
for all I-lattices 9, where E can be proper. Indeed, M + N -*-)p,, M and in general 
UM +N@ c uMn$ 
As immediate consequence of Proposition 15 we obtain a term model based on the 
contextual semantics which is a A-lattice. 
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Proposition 53. For M,N E A +,I define [M] = {M’ E A+,, 1 M NO M’}, [M] . [N] = 
[MN], [M] U [N] = [M]]N], [M] n [N] = [M + N], and [M] L [N] @A4 L’ N. These 
dejinitions induce a I-lattice, where [M&, = [M[z/x’]] when W(M)=? and p(Z)= [fl]. 
The existence of the term model implies an adequacy result. 
Corollary 54. VM, N E A +(I. ( V’i-lattice 9,V’p. [Ml: L [N@) + M Lo N. 
5.4. The jilter I-lattice 
Given the usual notion of filter, rules (CO), ( < ) and (A I) imply that, for any r and 
M, {a 1 r kp A4 : 0) is a filter. A filter model construction as in [13] can be carried 
out. If X is a subset of any pose& then let TX be its upward closure. 
Theorem 55. Let F(Type) be the set of filters over Type and dejine, for f, f’ E B 
(Type) : 
fUf’= f{aAz I WzfJEf’}, f .f’={TpEf’.a+zEf}. 
Then f iJf ‘, f . f’ E F( Type). Moreover, the structure 
[Ml: = {o I r t-2 M: o for some r C{x : z 1 T E p(x)}}, 
is a A-lattice (the filter A-lattice). 
Proof. f Uf’ is the least filter including f u f’, therefore it is the join wrt inclusion 
in the set of filters. Since filters are closed under intersection, (F( Type), n, U) is a 
lattice, so that (i) of Definition 51 is satisfied. 
It is easy to see that f . f’ is a filter too: hence “e” is well defined. Moreover, “.” 
is clearly monotonic in both its arguments. So that also (ii) of Definition 51 holds. 
Now we prove the first clause of (iii). By definition we know 
The more interesting case is p # w and v # CO. By Lemma 45(i) there are ri,r2 such 
that z = zt A r2 and ,u < o 4 zl, v < CT -+ 72. Therefore, by definition, zr E f 0 . f 2 and 
z2 E f 1 . f2, so we can conclude r E (fo. f2)U(fo. f 1). 
The proof of the other clause of (iii) is similar and simpler. 
Lastly we prove (iv). Lemma 48(v) implies that 
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and Lemma 48(vi) implies that 
for all p. Hence, clauses (a) and (b) follow. 
The clauses from (c) to (g) follow easily from Lemma 48(i)-(iv) as in the case of 
classical I-calculus. 0 
Definition 56. Let 9 = (D, L, 1, n, LI, [.Jg) be a I-lattice. Then a type structure over 
9 is a pair (S, +) such that F is a sublattice of the lattice of filters over D, D E F, 
and + is a binary function over F such that X + Y = {d ED 1 Ve ~2’. de e E Y}, for 
all X, Y E F. Moreover, 9 is closed under n, and U delined by XUY= J’ {d FI d’ ) 
d E X, d’ E Y}, where we overload U. 
The map [.j7, interpreting types over F, is defined as in Definition 36(iii), adding 
three clauses: 
(iii) [on;;’ = D; 
(iv) [O A rnr = r[on; n [rn;; 
(v) [CVT~~ =~o~;~I[z~~$Y 
In the filter A-lattice defined in Theorem 55, the interpretation of a type turns out 
to be a filter of filters of types. Since the lattice of types is distributive, the lattice of 
filters forming the filter A-lattice is distributive too, hence the upward closure in clause 
(v) above is redundant in this case. The following proposition is proved by routine 
calculations. 
Proposition 57. Let x0= {f E F( Type) ) o E f}. Then ({x0 ) 0 E Type}, *) is a type 
structure over the jilter A-lattice. Moreover, it satisfies the following equations: 
6) x0 = F(Type); (iii) xdr = x0 n xT; 
(3 x0-z = x0 * xr; (iv) xoh = xaUxT = {f n f’ I f E xb,f’ E x7). 
As for system &9’, the immediate consequence of Theorem 55 and of Proposition 57 
is completeness. Redefining + for A-lattices in the same way as it has been defined 
for semimodels in Definition 35, this is stated as follows. 
Corollary 58 (Completeness of 9). r F__F M: d ti r /= M: 0. 
The filter A-lattice naturally induces a preorder on terms. 
We state some (in)-equations which show that 5” discriminates terms which are 
equated by Co. This implies that the filter A-lattice is not fully abstract with respect 
to the contextual semantics. 
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Proposition 60. The following (in)-equations hold: 
(i) (ix .M)N zY M[N/x]; (vii) Izx. (MIJN) No Ix .Mlllx .N; 
(ii) (M + N)L 11~ ML + NL; (viii) M+N Lz M,N; 
(iii) L(M + N) Ez LA4 + LN; (ix) L Ez M,N + L Lz M + N; 
(iv) (M]IN)L No MLIINL; (x) MN CY M(IN; 
(v) LMIlLN Ls UMIIN); (xi) MN Cz L +- MllN Cz L. 
(vi) ~c.(M+N)~~“x.M+J.x.N; 
where the inequalities (iii), (v) and (vi) are in general proper. 
Proof. Points (i),(ii),(iv),(viii),(ix),(x) and (xi) hold by definition of I-lattice. For 
the other points, the positive statements are easy consequences of Lemma 48. 
The examples given in the proof of Proposition 15 show that the inequalities (iii) 
and (v) are proper. Indeed we have that both AM + AN and (T + R)(IIIK) have type 
CJ A (a --+ z) --+ r. On the contrary, w is the only type which can be deduced for 
A(M + N) and for (T + R)III(T + R)K. To prove that the inequality (vi) is proper we 
have for example k~ Ix .x + Ix .xc : (p --+ p) V (CJ A (CT -+ T) -+ z), but this type 
cannot be deduced for 1x.(x + xx). 0 
Notice that the filter model turns out to be a (properly) semilinear applicative struc- 
ture as defined in [29,30], because of Proposition 6O(ii) and (iii). This was not true 
for the set semimodel. It is worth to stress that, without the union type constructor, 
this cannot be achieved (see [l]). From this fact and from Proposition 38 it is also 
clear that the theories induced by No and C? are incomparable. 
6. Approximation Theorem and full abstraction 
In this section we prove the main results of the present paper, i.e., 
- the filter i-lattice is adequate with respect to the contextual semantics; 
_ the filter A-lattice is fully abstract with respect to the capabilities semantics. 
A main tool in these proofs is the notion of approximant. The first result essen- 
tially follows from the Approximation Theorem for the filter l-lattice. For the second 
result we introduce a one-to-one correspondence between approximate normal forms 
(considered modulo -) and suitable pairs (basis, type) (where types are considered 
modulo =). This correspondence essentially shows that the discrimination power of 
approximants and types is the same. 
6.1. The Approximation Theorem and the adequacy for the contextual semantics 
In this section we prove that the set of types which can be deduced for any term 
coincides with the union of the sets of types deducible for its approximants. Since in 
the filter A-lattice these sets are thought of as the “meanings” of terms, this shows that 
the meaning of any term is the join of the meanings of its approximants. 
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Let us call 3’Q the type system resulting from 9 when subjects are from n+ilo. 
Since no explicit typing rule is added for the constant 52, if P t-2~ Sz : (T, then a = o. 
Vice versa, a straightforward induction shows that, if A is an approximate normal form 
and A $ 52, then there are a basis P and a type a # w, such that P tzo A : a. All 
the properties of the system 9 proved in previous section extends easily to _YQ. So 
we will freely use them in the following proofs. 
The Approximation Theorem is proved by means of a variant of Tait’s “computabil- 
ity” technique. We define sets of “approximable” and “computable” terms (Definition 
61). The computable terms are defined by induction on types, and every computable 
term is shown to be approximable (Lemma 64(ii)). Using induction on typings, we 
show that every term is computable for the appropriate type (Lemma 67). 
Definition 61. We define two predicates App(r,a,M) and Comp(r,a,M) as fol- 
lows: 
(i) App(r, a,M) H 34 E d(M). r I-_UQ A : a; 
(ii) (a) Comp(r,o,M) is always true; 
(b) Comp(r, 04) * App(P, 00 
(c) Comp(r, a + T,M) H vr',N.Comp(r', a,N) + Comp(r 69 rl,z,mv); 
(d) Comp(r, a A z,M) w Comp(r, a,M) and Comp(r, z,M); 
(e) Comp(r, a v z,M) H App(r,a v z,M). 
We can easily prove that Comp agrees with some head reductions. More precisely 
we have: 
Lemma 62. Let M be a redex and N its immediate contractum. Then, for any r, a, 
Comp(r, a,NL) + Comp(r, a,Mz) 
where L’ is any vector of terms. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on a. If a E t or a E ai V a2 the thesis follows 
immediately from Proposition 25(iv) since the hypothesis on M and N implies A4i 
Ah Ni, so that &(Ni) C: d(A4i). If a E ai A a2 the thesis follows by induction. 
If a = ai + a2, let P be such that Comp(r’,al,P) so that by definition Comp(ru 
r’, a2,NzP). This implies by induction Comp(P &J r’, az,MiP), so we can conclude 
Comp(r,a,M& by the arbitrariness of the term P. 0 
Really, Comp is invariant under =a, but we do not prove this, since we would need 
M =a N + d(M) = d(N) (see Remark 26). 
We show some properties of types which are deducible for approximate normal 
forms. 
Lemma 63. Let A, A’ E ~4. 
(i) P t-20 A : a and A 5 A’ + r kzQ A’ : a. 
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(ii) Let z @ FV(M) and suppose that z does not occur in the basis ZY 
Zf A E &(Mz), then 
Proof. (i) By induction on 3. The more interesting case is A E Ay . ~41 . . . Any and 
A’ =xA 1 . . .A,,, where y &r FV(xA1 . . . A,). By Lemma 48(ii) r kilo A : (T implies 
r kua A : l\;lh + vi), for some ~1,. . .,pL,,vl,. . .,v, such that r\r=i(pi + vi) < o. 
From r k2.o A : pi + vi by 48(iii) we have r, y:pi tzo xAl . . .A,y:vi. Therefore, 
by Lemma 48(iv) and (i) r, y:pi I-uo xA~ . . .A,:pi -+ Vi hold for 1 < i < m. Since 
Y VJ+Ai . . . A,), we can prove using (A I) and ( d ) that r t-20 A’ : CJ. 
(ii) d(M) is the downward closure of 
J@“(M) = {4(H) I H E WW) 
with respect to 5. It follows that, by (i), it suffices to show the thesis when A E a’. 
If A E &‘(Mz) then, for some H, H’, 
A E 4(H’) and Mz Lh H -fa H’. 
The proof is by induction on the length k of the reduction Ah. If k = 0 then Mz E 
H = xM, . . . A&z. Hence, H’ E xM{ . . .MLz where AJ/ A, A4i for i < n. Therefore, 
A E x&M:). . . $(M,‘)z, so that we take A^= x$(M{). . . &M,‘) E d’(M). We have 
r t-uaA^: o -+ z using Lemma 48(i) and (iv). 
If k > 0 , then 
Mz&~M’~-~L&~H--~, H’ 
where M Ah M’ and M’, L have one of the following shapes: 
(a) M’ E 2x. P and L E P[z/x]; 
(b) M’=P+Q and L=Pz+Qz; 
(c) M’ E PllQ and L E PzllQz. 
Case (a): Then A E &‘(P[z/x]), which implies h .A E d’(Jz. P[z/x]). Now 
;lz . P[z/x] E l._x .P since by hypothesis z $ FV(P). From T,z : CJ Fun A : z we derive by 
(4 I) r Euo ,?z. A : o -+ z. So we can choose A^= ;lz. A, since d’(lx . P) C d’(M) 
by Proposition 25(iv). 
Case (b): In this case H = HI + Hz, H’ E H{ + Hi, and Pz *,h HI Aa H{, 
Qz Ah H2 Aa Hi. Moreover, 
A = &H:) + q%%), 
where &Hi) E d’(Pz) and c$(H,‘) E &‘(Qz). Now T,z : CT FU,Q A : z implies, by 
Lemma 48(v), T,z : CT F~Q &Hi) : z for i = 1,2. Notice that the lengths of the 
reductions Pz Ah HI, Qz Ah Hz are lower than k. Then by induction there are 
Al E &f(P) and A2 E x2’(Q) such that r 1ypo Ai : CJ -+ z, for i = 1,2 hence 
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Therefore, we can choose A^= Al + AZ; in fact A^ E d’(M), since M Ah P + Q. 
Case (c): Similar to Case (b), using Lemma 48(vi) and M +,h P/IQ. 0 
We can now show that computability implies approximability. 
Lemma 64. For all r, CT, L’ and M, 
(i) App(T, o,xL) + Comp(I’, o,x~); 
(ii) Comp(T,a,M) + App(T,a,M). 
Proof. (i) and (ii) can be simultaneously proved by induction on 0. We show (ii) in 
the case G E cri --f a~, only. 
Let r’ = T,z : CT~ where z 6 FV(M) and suppose Comp(T,q 4 o2,M); then 
Compt-Cz : ml, w> (by (0) 
+ Comp(T’, a2,Mz) (by definition) 
* APP(~‘, m,Mz) (by induction) 
+ EL4 E d(M). r t-20 A : (~1 + 02 (by Lemma 63(ii)). 0 
The following two lemmas state that computability agrees with the typing rules ( < ), 
(+ I) and (II I). 
Lemma 65. For all g and z, 
(i) G < r + V’T,M. App(T, o,M) + App(I’, z,M); 
(ii) o d r + Y’T,M. Comp(T, a,M) + Comp(T, z,M). 
Proof. If A E d(M) is such that r t- ~oA:othenbyrule(<)rF~oA:r,hence 
(i). 
(ii) is easily proved, using (i) and Lemma 64(ii), by induction on any standard 
axiomatic presentation of d. In particular, for the basic case r~ 6 cr V z we have 
Comp(r, o,M) =+ APP(r, o,W (by Lemma 64(ii)) 
* App(r,e V r,M) (by (i)) 
+ Comp(r, CT v z,M) (by definition). 0 
Lemma 66. For all r,o,z and terms M,N; 
(i) Comp(T,a,M) and Comp(T,z,N) + Comp(T,o v z,M + N); 
(ii) Comp(T, o,M) + Comp(T,a,MIIN). 
Proof. (i) By Lemma 64(ii), the hypothesis implies App(T, a,M) and App(T, z, N), 
that is, for some A E s&!(M) and A’ E&(N), r kza A : c and r t-zo A’ : z. This 
implies, by rules ( <) and (+ I), that r F zpnA+A’:aVz. Since A+A’ E &(M+N), 
it follows that App(T, c V z,M + N), hence the thesis by definition. 
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(ii) By induction on c. If 0 has the shape t or 01 V 02, then Comp( r, o,M) im- 
plies (by definition) App(T, o,M), that is, for some A E d(M), P k4po A : 0. Hence, 
by rule (III), P l- zo AIll : CT. Since AllS2~ d(MIIN) for any N, we conclude that 
App(T, a,MIIN) holds. This implies the thesis. 
If (~=gi ~02, then the thesis is an immediate consequence of the induction hypothesis. 
Finally, if rr E cri + ~2, let P be any term such that Comp(T’, gl,P), so that by 
definition Corn p( r kJ r’, 02, MP). By induction, 
Comp(P U P’, mNPllQ), 
for any Q, hence for any N we can take Q = NP so that 
Comp(T Id r’, a2,MPI(NP). 
Lemma 62 implies Comp(T &J P, 02, (MIIN)P), so we can conclude 
Comp(T,al -+ 02,MIIN). 0 
Lemma 67. Let r = {XI : (~1 ,...,x,:o,}andrt~~:z. Assumethat,foreachi<n, 
Comp(Ti, O,,Ni); then, taking r’ = & Ti, 
Proof. By induction on the derivation of r k~ M: z. 
Cases (Ax) and (0) are immediate. 
Cases (-+ E) and (A I) follow by induction. Cases (+ I) and ( d ) follow from the 
induction hypothesis and Lemmas 66(i) and 65(ii), respectively. 
If we are in case (II I), then A4 = P/IQ f or some P and Q and, say, r l-2 P: z has 
been derived. From the induction hypothesis, Comp(r’,z,P[I?/fl), so that by Lemma 
66(ii), 
Comp(~‘,~,P[~/~lllQ[~Pl>, 
i.e. Comp(r’, Z, (PllQ)[J?/x’]). 
Finally, in case (-+ I) suppose that A4 = Ay . P, z E TI + z2 and r, y : z1 k P : z2 has 
been derived. Now, if Comp(T”,zi,Q), from the induction hypothesis 
Comp(r’ kd P, ~2, P[Q/y,I?/q). 
There is no theoretical loss in assuming that y @ W(H) so that 
P[Q/y,#/n’] E P[#/x’][Q/y] and (ly . P[@/x’])Q = ((2~. P)[fl/_?j)Q. 
By Lemma 62, it follows that Comp(T’ U r”,T2,((ly.P)[J/x’])Q), and hence 
Comp(r’,71 4 z~,(~Y.P)[Z/X’]) 
being the computable term Q arbitrary. 0 
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Theorem 68 (Approximation Theorem). For any term A4, basis r and type (T, 
Proof. (+) Since, for any variable x and type r, App({x : z}, 7,x) holds, then by 
Lemma 64(i), Comp({x : z}, 7,~) holds. Taking in Lemma 67 the identical substitution, 
the hypothesis implies Comp(T,o,M), and the thesis follows from Lemma 64(ii). 
(+=) Easy from subject conversion (Theorem 49) and the definition of d. q 
From the Approximation Theorem it follows that any term which is typable with a 
type #w has an approximant which differs from s2, i.e. it is solvable. Vice-versa, by 
Proposition 27(ii) any solvable term has an approximant different from Q and therefore 
it can be typed with a type #w. 
Corollary 69. SOL = (A4 E /1+1/ 1 3r, 0 # 0. r k_y M: a}. 
The Approximation Theorem is useful to state properties of the precongruence in- 
duced on terms by the filter I-lattice. In fact, we immediately have that the filter 
I-lattice is adequate with respect to the observational semantics based on contexts. 
Theorem 70 (First Adequacy Theorem). The filter l-lattice is adequate for the con- 
textual theory based on solvability, i.e., 
Proof. Since L-sp IS a precongruence, we immediately have that 
M Cz N + VC[ 1. C[M] L9 C[N]. 
It follows that, by Corollary 69, 
cpf]~soL + 3r,0#0.rt9 cpf]:~ 
+ 3r,+o.rtu C[N]:O 
=+ C[N]ESOL. 17 
6.2. Principal pairs and full abstraction for the capability semantics 
To prove adequacy for the semantics based on capabilities and approximants, a 
suitable extension of the notion of principal type scheme (as given in [17,40,9]) is in 
order. Since we need to consider open terms, we introduce the notion of principal pair 
consisting of a type and a basis. Such a notion is based on a stratification of the set of 
approximate normal forms, to be compared with the stratification of Type introduced 
in Definition 40. 
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Definition 71 (Stratification of d). Let us define three subsets ds,&i,~_4~ of ~2 re- 
- m >O,Al,..., A,E&‘z +xAI...A,EJzZO (the 
- n 3 l,Al,..., A,E~~+A,+...+A,E~~; 
- n 3 l,A I,..., A,E~I +A,II...llAn~dz. 
Taking 12 = 1 in the clauses above, one sees that 
l-free approximate normal forms); 
&a C dt C ~~22, and such inclusions 
are clearly proper. Over each of these sets we introduce a preorder. 
Definition 72. di & di x di is the least preorder such that 
(50) A 50 A’ if and only if one of the following holds: 
-A-Lx.B,A’zh.B’ and Bd1 B’; 
- AExB~ . ..B.,A’-xBi . ..Bi and Vi < n.Bi 52 B!. IV 
_ A’ is A-free, x @ FV(A’) and A 50 ix. A’x . 
(51) Al +...+A, 51 BI +... + B, ti Vj < m 3 < n.Ai 50 Bj. 
(32) A 52 A’ if and only if one of the following holds: 
-A=L?; 
-A~B1II...IIB,,A’~B:II...llBln andVi<n3jdm.Bi5iB:. 
As in the case of types, for each approximate normal form we can find an equivalent 
element of cc42. The following definition has to be compared with Definition 43. 
Notation. In writing A* 3 IliEIAi we assume that Ai E d1 for all i ~1. 
Definition 73. Let ( )* : d + a?‘2 be defined by 
sz* = Q 
(xAI . ..A.,)* =xA; . ..A. (n > 0) 
(nx.A)*= 52 
I 
Lx.A,ll . . . Illx.A, 
(A + A’)* = !,I, jeJ(Bi +Bi) 
if A* = Al I). . . llAn andA*$Q (n31) 
otherwise 
if A* = IlicrBi, A* $ Q and A’* = II&?;, A’* $ Q 
otherwise 
* 
(AI/A’)* = t’* 
if A’* E 52 
ifA*- 
A* /IA’* otherwise. 
The proof of the following proposition is analogous to the proof of Proposition 44. 
Proposition 74. For all A,A’ E d, 
(i) A N A*; 
(ii) A,A’ E di,A di A’ + A 5 A’ for i = 0, 1,2; 
(iii) A 5 A’ + A* 52 A’*. 
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The following definition of principal pair is a generalization to our calculus of that 
one given in [ 17,40,9], where it was used to prove the principal type property for 
various intersection type disciplines. 
Let Basis be the set of all bases and TV((T; a)) be the set of type variables which 
occur in r or in 0. 
Definition 75. 
(i) The mapping pp : dz -+ Basis x Tz is inductively defined by 
(a) PP(Q) = (0; 0); 
(b) if pp(Ai) = (Ti;Oi), TV((Ti;ai))n TV((T~;O~))=@ for 1 <i #j <n and t 
is fresh, then 
pp(XAt...A,)= 
K. > 
iyaTi U{X:at +‘.‘+Cr, +t};t (n30); 
> 
(c) if pp(A) = (T,x : z;o), then 
pp(ilx .A) = (r; z -+ 6); 
(d) if pp(A) = (r; cr) and x pI W(T), then 
pp(lx .A) = (r; 0 -+ c); 
(e) if pp(Ai) = (ri; ai)(i = 1,2) and TV((Tl;ol)) II TV((r2;cz)) = 8, then 
PPVl + AZ) = Q-1 kJ r2; Cl v 02); 
(f) if pp(Ai) = (Ti; ai)(i = 1,2) and TV((rl;~l)) n TV((T2;02)) = 8, then 
PP(A1 llA2> = p-1 FJ r2; Cl A 02). 
(ii) The set ZI of principal pairs is the range of the mapping pp. 
(iii) A type c is principal iff (r; a) E Il for some basis r. A basis r is principal 
iff (r; C) E I7 for some type 0. 
To build a unique principal pair, in clause 75(i)(b) we assume to pick up fresh type 
variables in a deterministic way. 
For example, we have 
pp(xyy+(;lz.y~~lz.z))=(x:tl +tz+t3,y:t1AtzAt4; t3v 
((w -+ t4) A (ts -+ 6))). 
From the definition it follows immediately that the principal pair of an approximate 
normal form can be deduced for it. Moreover, it is easy to prove that the mapping pp 
agrees with the stratification of types and approximate normal forms. 
Proposition 76. If pp(A) = (r; 0) then r E~Q A : cs and A E &i isf o E Ti where 
i=o,1,2. 
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IZ turns out to be a very restricted set with closure properties which follow easily 
from its definition. 
Proposition 77. Let (r; 0) E II. 
(i) Each type variable occurs exactly twice in r, a. 
(ii) All types which occur in a principal basis belong to T2. Moreover, they are 
intersections of arrow types belonging to To and terminating with a type variable. 
(iii) Ifx : 71 4 . . . + ‘t, 4 p E r, then for all 1 < i < n there is Ti 5 r such that 
(ri; ri) E n. 
(iv) If CT E p + z, then (r,n : p ; z) E Il for all variables x. 
(v) Zf a = ol V CJZ or a E a1 A a~, then there are rl, Tz g r such that (Ti; oi) E II 
(i = 1,2). 
The types which can be deduced for a variable from a principal basis are of limited 
shape. 
Lemma 78. Let r be a principal basis. 
(i) If z E T1 and r k x : z, then I’(x) = p A v for some p, v such that p E TO and 
11GlZ. 
(ii) If p v v E Tl and r I- x: ~1 + . . . --+ z, + ,u v v, then either r k x : ~1 -+ . . . + 
T, + p or r k x : zl -3 . . . -+ 7, 4 v (n 2 0). 
Proof. 
(i) Notice that r E Tl implies r* E r. 
r tsLpox:z 
+ r(x) d z (by Lemma 48(i)) 
+ r(x)<27 (by Propositions 77(ii) and 44(iii)) 
=+ $ET,,v.T(x)=pAv andp<rr (by Definition 42 since r E Tl) 
+ 3pETo,v.r(x)=pAv and ~<~r (by 77(ii)). 
(ii) From (i) there are err E TO, 02 such that T(x) = err A CQ and 61 < 1 zf + . . . + 
z,* + p V v. Let 01 = 51 --) ... --) &, + <, where [E TO by Proposition 77(ii). 
Then 5 6 1 p V v which implies, by Definition 42, either l < 1 ,u or 5 <I v. 0 
The principal pair carries out the same information of the corresponding approximate 
normal form. This implies that pp(A) can be deduced only for approximate normal 
forms which are better than A according to the preorder 5. The proof of this fact will 
be done in Lemma 81 using some preliminary properties (Lemmas 79 and 80). 
Lemma 79. Let A E JS’, r be a principal basis, and r tTpa A : (r. 
(i) cr E T, implies 34’ E &‘,,A” E ~4 .A - A’IIA” and r k4pp A’ : 6. 
(ii) A E do, and o = ol v c2 E T1 imply either r tza A : a1 or r t-ypa A : a2. 
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Proof. (i) If A E dl it is trivial choosing A’ s A and A” E 0. Otherwise, let A E 
A1(I...IIAm, whereAiE&i (1 <iQm). Thenr~~~A:o~~321,...,2,. rkzoAi: 
zi and r1 A ’ . . A z, d CT by Lemma 48(v). 
Let ~7 = /& Vi,1 (where L depends on i). Then zi A . . . A z, < CT and o E Tl imply 
that there exist i, I such that Vi,1 d 1 6, by Definition 42 and Proposition 44. Hence 
r kzo Ai : 6. 
(ii) By cases on A E ~~20. 
- A E Q is trivial. 
- A=xA 1 . . . A, (m 2 0) implies by Lemma 48(iv) r kzo x : ~1 + . . . -+ z, -+ 
0 for some rl,...,r,, so the result follows by Lemma 78(ii). 
- A s ix. A’ implies, by Lemma 48(ii), ri A . . A T,,, < IT and r kpo A : Zj 
(j < m) for some arrow types ~1,. . , z,. Let r; = l\lcL(pj,l -+ vj,/) (where L 
depends on j). We have by Definition 42 and Proposition 44 that pj,l -+ 
vj,l < 1 a for some j, 1, since a E Tl. Therefore, if a E ai V a2 we have 
by Definition 42 and by Proposition 44, pj,l + Vj,l ,< 1 a1 or pj,l + Vj,l <i 62. 
0 
Lemma 80. Let A E d, r, I” be principal basis and z be a principal type such that 
r’ g r and (P; T) E Il. Then r kua A : z implies P F~Q A : z. 
Proof. We prove a more general statement, i.e.: 
Let r, r’, P’ be principal basis and r be a principal type such that Y” G r’ 9 r and 
(r”; r) E n. Then r F yo A : z implies r’ kuo A : 2. 
The proof is by a principal induction on A and a secondary induction on r. 
The case A E Q is immediate. The case r E T2 - Tl follows easily by the secondary 
induction. In fact, if r E ri A ~2, then r t90 A : z implies both r l-_~o A : TI and 
r kYo A : z2. Moreover, by Proposition 77(v) there are rr, r2 g r’ such that (Ti; ri) E 
n (i= 1,2). 
A-xA I . . . A, and n B 0 implies by Lemma 48(iv) r l-dpo x : ai + . . . + a,, + r for 
some al,..., an, such that r Fuo Ai : ai for all i < n. By Lemma 78(i) T(x) = p A v 
for some p,v such that VETO and p 61 a1 -+ ... -+ a,, + z. Let r-an+1 + ... -+ 
a,,+ t r’ (m > 0), where either r’ is a type variable, say r’ z t, or z’ E Tl - TO. Then 
,n S ai --f . . + aA+, -+ t with t < 1 z’ and ai <2 a[ for i < n + m by Definition 42. If 
r’ $ t by Definition 42 we have that r’=tVr” for some r”. In both cases the hypothesis 
(r”; r) E IZ assures us that t must occur in r” g r’. Therefore T’(x) = p A v’ for some 
v’ and we have r’ tyo x : ai + . . . + a;+,,, -+ r’. r tpo Ai : ai implies r l-zo Ai : al 
by rule ( <). By Proposition 77(iii) there are Ti E r’ such that (Ti; a;) E ZI. Therefore, 
by the principal induction r’ tza Ai : ai for all i < n. So we can conclude r’ kuo 
A : z. 
A E 2x.A’. z E To. Let r E zi -+ z2. By Proposition 77(iv) (r”,x : zl; ~2) E ZI. By 
Lemma 48(iii) T,x : ~1 ETD A’ : 72. Therefore, by the principal or the secondary 
induction T’,x : z1 /--un A’ : z2. By rule (- I) we conclude r’ tzo A : z. 
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z E Tl - To. Let z = 71 V 72. By Lemma 79(ii) r k2.o A : ~1 or r k2.o A : 22. By 
Proposition 77(v) there are rl, r2 4 r’ such that (Ti; zi) E I7 (i = 1,2). Therefore, the 
secondary induction applies. 
A E Al + A2 implies by Lemma 48(v) r EYQ Al : z and r F_UQ A2 : z. By the 
principal induction we have r’ FUQ Al : z and r’ k_ua A2 : z, so we can conclude 
r’ t-zpa A : z by rule (+ I). 
A E Al/IA2 implies by Lemma 48(vi) r t 2~ Al : q and r FYQ A2 : rs2 for some 
01,~ such that cr1 A ~2 < z. We need to consider only the case z E T,, therefore by 
Definition 42 and Proposition 44 either 01 6 z or 02 d z. In the first case r F~Q Al : z, 
so by the principal induction r’ t 2,~ Al : z. The second case is symmetric. 0 
Lemma 81 (Principal Pair Lemma). If A,A’ E d, pp(A) = (r; a) and r F~Q A’ : G, 
then A 3 A’. 
Proof. By cases and then by induction on the structure of A. By hypothesis A E ~~22. 
Case A E &I: In this case r~ E TI, then by Lemma 79(i) there exists B E &‘I and 
some B’ such that A’ N BIIB’ and r k~p B : rs. Let B = B1 + . . . + B, where Bi E do 
(1 < i 6 n); then r F~Q Bi : cr(i d n) by Lemma 48(v). We distinguish three subcases 
after the shape of CJ. 
Subcase rs E t: In this case we have A 3 xAl . . .A, for some Al,. . . ,A,,, (m > 0). 
Moreover, by Proposition 77(i) there is only one type in r which contains the type 
variable t; let x : 71 + . . . 4 z, + t E r. Therefore we have by Definition 75(i)(b): 
r kzo Bi : t (i < n) and Bi E do imply by Lemma 48(ii) Bi E&J . . . Ci,,. Moreover, 
using Lemma 48(i) and (iv) r tza Cid : zj (i 6 n,j < m). This implies by Lemma 80 
rj F~Q Cij : Tj (i 6 n, j < m). SO we have by induction Aj 5 Cij 0’ d m). Therefore, 
Aj 3 Cij (i < n,j < m) + A 3 Bi (i 6 n) + A 3 B + A 3 A’. 
Subcase GEZ + p: In this case Adx .A. If BiElX Bi, it is easy by induction. If Bi 
is a A-free term, then also J.z. Biz E do, where z is fresh, and r kuo k. Biz : z + ,u. 
We are in the previous case and we can prove A 30 l.z.Biz, so we can conclude 
A 50 Bi. 
Subcase (T E ~1 V 72: In this case we have A =A, + A2 , r = rl kJ T2 and rj k~a Aj : 
Zj G= 1,2) by Definition 75(i)(d). r t- 2~ Bi : CT implies, by Lemma 79(ii), 3Zi < 2. 
r k2.o Bi : zl,, since Bi E do. This implies by Lemma 80 Tl, kua Bi : ~1,. By induction, 
AlI 3 Bi, for all i < n, which implies A 3 B, so we can conclude A 3 A’. 
Case A @ ~~21: In this case r~ E z1 A 72, A E Al /iA2 r = rl H r2 and rj !-ZQ Aj : Zj 
tj = 1,2). By rule ( < ) we have r F_u.Q A’ : Zj(j = 1,2) and this implies by Lemma 
80 rj E~Q A’ : Tj 0’ = 1,2). By induction Al 5 A’ and A2 5 A’, so we can conclude 
A 3 A’. 0 
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We are finally in place to prove: 
Theorem 82 (Second Adequacy Theorem). The jilter J-lattice is adequate for the se- 
mantics based on capabilities, i.e., 
M~-L”N=M&-OIN. 
Proof. We prove M g”B N =+ M gz N. By Proposition 25(iii), 
A4 g”I N =+ El4 E d(M).A $ d(N). 
Let pp(A*) = (r; a); by the Approximation Theorem, r t-2 M : c. Assume now 
r TV N : CT. Then, by the Approximation Theorem again, there exists A’ E d(N) such 
that r t-2~ A’ : 0. Hence, by the Principal Pair Lemma, A 5 A’ so that A E d(N), 
which is absurd. It follows that r VU N : o, so we can conclude A4 gp N. 0 
We immediately have 
Theorem 83 (Full Abstraction Theorem). The jilter I-lattice is fully abstract for the 
semantics based on capabilities, i.e., 
M~-L”NwMM~N. 
Proof. Immediate consequence of the Approximation Theorem 68 and of the Second 
Adequacy Theorem 82. 0 
From the Full Abstraction Theorem and the invariance of types under =a (Theorem 
49), we have that the set of approximate normal forms is invariant under =a (see 
Remark 26). 
By the Full Abstraction Theorem, in Proposition 60 we can replace EY by C-@‘. 
Theorems 70 and 83 relate also the two operational semantics we considered: as 
expected 5d turns out to be a refinement of 5’. 
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